Twisted Trails Off Road Park
Short Course Racing
Midsize truck
10 lap heat races
25 lap feature
$50 Driver Entry Fee
$10 Spectator Pass
100% Payback
1st Place 50%
2nd Place 30%
3rd Place 20%

Note your registration is NOT final until you have paid the entry fee (payable at twistedtrails.com in
online store) and completed the above form (email to twistedtrailsoffroadpark@gmail.com).

Safety Rules
1. 4 point cage and door bar
2. 5 point harness
3. Helmet required
4. Neck brace
5. Driver window net
6. NO Glass
7. Windshield screen recommended
8. No Power adders
9. No lift kits
10. 31” DOT Tire Max
11. Tire Grooving allowed
12. Stock bumpers only
13. Gutting of the cab is allowed
14. Driver to have long sleeve shirt, pants and close toed shoes
15. Kill Switches/Battery shut off within reach of the driver with harness fastened
16. Fire Extinguisher required in vehicle
17. Stock means stock, what it came with!
18. Midsize truck; Toyota, Ford Ranger, Chevrolet S-10, etc
GENERAL REGULATIONS
FLAGING –
COLOR
Blue
Green
White
Checkered
Black
Black with Orange
Circle
Checkered and white
rolled and crossed
Red
Yellow
White with Red plus

MEANING
Give way to faster drivers
Race start/All clear
Final lap
End of the race
Problem with riders
equipment or behavior
Infraction

BEHAVIOR
Move off the racing line and allow
faster riders to pass
Start the race/keep racing
Race only one more lap
Race is over
Pull off the racing line ASAP and then
exit the track safely
Pull in the pits to serve a penalty

Race is halfway complete

Race in the next half of the race

Race is stopped
Safety Concern
Ambulance/Safety Car

Signal. Slow down, spread out
Watch out for an on track incident
Either the ambulance or safety car is
rolling or parked on the track

CAR NUMBERS - All contestants are required to have a vehicle number on right side and left
side of their vehicle where applicable. Paper plates will be issued race day.
DRIVERS’ MEETING - All vehicles in competition must be represented at the Driver’s meeting by
the driver and/or an Adult crew member. A roll call may be held, and any vehicle not
represented may be disqualified.
CLOTHING - All drivers must be fully clothed. Shirts must be at least 3/4 length sleeves (nylon
prohibited) nylon melts, ankle-length pants, socks, and shoes.
EYE PROTECTION - Eye protection is mandatory. Goggles, face shields, and windshield screen is
recommended. Eyeglasses and sunglasses are not sufficient eye protection.
OCCUPANTS - Only the driver is permitted in the race car during the competition.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES & CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES - Drivers and crews may not consume
alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs/substances while in competition. Anyone suspected of using
illegal drugs/substances, drinking while in competition, and/or underage drinking at any time
will be asked to leave the premises. Any driver that is noticeably intoxicated or otherwise
unsafe to race will be disqualified on the spot, with no monies and points for that event

TECHNICAL REGULATIONS
VEHICLE INSPECTIONS - All vehicles participating in this event must be inspected before being
allowed to race. This inspection is to include safety equipment, vehicle numbers, general
vehicle soundness, etc. Compliance with the appropriate requirements is the sole responsibility
of the driver and/or owner. It is not the responsibility of the race track or tech officials to
ensure that an entrant has all the required equipment. After the original inspection, a record of
this inspection will be kept by Twisted Trails. The responsibility of obtaining a vehicle inspection
lies with the driver or owner of the vehicle. Spot inspections may be made at any time. The final
determination of suitability of any vehicle entered at a Twisted Trails event rests with Twisted
Trails officials.

